
The Art Of Orna Ben Shoshan: A Mesmerizing
Exploration of Color, Emotion, and Spirituality
Orna Ben Shoshan is not just an artist; she's a magician who weaves her
enchanting spells on canvas, invoking emotions, thoughts, and a deep spiritual
connection with her audience. With her unique style and imaginative concepts,
Ben Shoshan has created a body of work that combines beauty, mystery, and
profound meaning.

The Genius Behind the Art

Ben Shoshan was born and raised in Israel, a place rich in history, culture, and
spiritual beliefs. These influences have deeply shaped her artistic journey. She
began her career as an art teacher, sharing her knowledge and passion with
eager learners. Over time, her own creative calling beckoned, and she immersed
herself in her art, exploring new techniques and stretching the boundaries of her
imagination.

What sets Ben Shoshan apart is her ability to channel her innermost thoughts
and emotions onto the canvas, creating works that ripple with energy and
intensity. Each stroke of her brush is deliberate, each color choice purposeful,
resulting in a visual symphony that captivates the eye and stirs the soul.
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A Kaleidoscope of Colors

Ben Shoshan's paintings radiate with vibrant hues, using color as a language to
convey emotions and experiences. Her palette ranges from warm, earthy tones to
brilliant, celestial blues and fiery reds. Each piece tells a story, evoking nostalgia,
joy, longing, or a myriad of other feelings.

A particularly astonishing aspect of Ben Shoshan's artistic approach is her skill in
blending colors seamlessly, creating gradients that seem to shift and dance as
you gaze at her work. This mastery of color creates a sense of movement and
fluidity that is truly mesmerizing.

The Power of Symbolism

In addition to her remarkable use of color, Ben Shoshan employs symbolism in
her art to delve into timeless themes and explore the depths of the human
psyche. She draws inspiration from various spiritual and mythological sources,
infusing her paintings with symbols that speak to universal truths.

One recurring motif in her art is the Tree of Life, a powerful symbol found in many
cultures throughout history. Ben Shoshan captures the essence of this symbol in
her paintings, depicting intricate, ethereal trees that seem to bridge the gap
between the earthly and the divine.

In her artwork, Ben Shoshan also explores the connection between humans and
animals, tapping into our primal instincts and the bonds we share with the natural
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world. Her depictions of animals are often imbued with a mystical quality,
suggesting a spiritual connection and the inherent wisdom they possess.

A Journey into the Subconscious

Ben Shoshan's art invites viewers on a deep and introspective journey,
encouraging them to explore their own subconscious realms. Her work often
features dreamlike landscapes, ethereal figures, and enigmatic symbols that
beckon the viewer to delve beneath the surface and uncover hidden meanings.

Through her art, Ben Shoshan delves into the mysteries of the human
experience, asking questions about existence, spirituality, and the nature of
reality. Her paintings serve as mirrors, reflecting back our own emotions, desires,
and the universal human quest for meaning.

Revealing the Artist's Soul

Orna Ben Shoshan's art is not just about creating beautiful visuals; it is a
reflection of her own spiritual journey and an invitation for others to embark on
their own. Her canvases serve as windows into her soul, offering glimpses of her
thoughts, hopes, and struggles.

In an increasingly chaotic and disconnected world, Ben Shoshan's art provides a
respite, a sanctuary where viewers can contemplate, feel deeply, and connect
with their inner selves. Her paintings are a testament to the enduring power of art
to touch our hearts, transform our perspectives, and remind us of the inherent
magic that resides within us all.

Orna Ben Shoshan's art is a testament to the power of creativity and its ability to
transcend boundaries and touch the human spirit. Through her mesmerizing use



of color, symbolism, and emotion, she invites viewers on a profound journey of
self-discovery and reflection.

Her art is a celebration of the complexities of the human experience, the beauty
of the natural world, and the quest for spirituality. Each painting is a work of art
that speaks to the soul, transcending language and cultural barriers.

The Art of Orna Ben Shoshan is not just a visual feast, but a transformative
experience that lingers in the mind long after the initial encounter. It reminds us
that art has the power to heal, to provoke, and to awaken our senses to the awe-
inspiring beauty that surrounds us.
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Open your mind through unforgettable art

The pictures in this book show visions from alternative realities, existing parallel
to our known physical world. These visions were brought onto the canvas in a
unique artistic technique by artist Orna Ben-Shoshan. Every detail in the images
conveys deep spiritual significance and opens a door to subconscious sources
and insightful inspiration. The innocent figures in the images live in worlds free of
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evil or conflict. Ben-Shoshan’s art offers an unforgettable visit to these utopian
realities, where spirit governs matter.

Art that speaks directly to the unconscious

Ben-Shoshan’s artwork speaks directly to the heart. Her pictures touch the viewer
with a unique atmosphere and exceptional images, speaking beyond words,
concepts, or artistic knowledge. The paintings were created in a long and
meticulous process, and demonstrate a rare level of technical perfection. They
are brought to you here in Premium Color and high resolution.

Take a glimpse into parallel dimensions of existence and come back
with insight and inspiration

Orna Ben-Shoshan is an acclaimed Israeli painter. As an autodidact artist, she
never attained formal art education. Being qualified as a graphic designer and
illustrator, she developed her distinct style along many years of painting and
experimenting. In 1982 she moved to the U.S.A and started her career as a
professional artist. Since then, her artwork has been exhibited in numerous
galleries, solo and group exhibitions in the USA, Europe and Israel.
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